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Abstract—In soccer, player action evaluation provides a fine-grained method to analyze player performance and plays an important
role in improving winning chances in future matches. However, previous studies on action evaluation only provide a score for each
action, and hardly support inspecting and comparing player actions integrated with complex match context information such as team
tactics and player locations. In this work, we collaborate with soccer analysts and coaches to characterize the domain problems of
evaluating player performance based on action scores. We design a tailored visualization of soccer player actions that places the
action choice together with the tactic it belongs to as well as the player locations in the same view. Based on the design, we introduce
a visual analytics system, Action-Evaluator, to facilitate a comprehensive player action evaluation through player navigation, action
investigation, and action explanation. With the system, analysts can find players to be analyzed efficiently, learn how they performed
under various match situations, and obtain valuable insights to improve their action choices. The usefulness and effectiveness of this
work are demonstrated by two case studies on a real-world dataset and an expert interview.

Index Terms—Soccer Visualization, Player Evaluation, Design Study

1 INTRODUCTION

Evaluating player performance is crucial in soccer match data analysis.
It can provide valuable insights for various decision-making tasks, such
as arranging team tactics and adjusting player strategies, to increase the
winning chance of upcoming matches. In particular, action evaluation
is a fine-grained player performance evaluation method that precisely
evaluates players’ indirect contributions to winning goals reflected in
their actions [3]. It calculates a score for each action performed by
a player. Based on the scores, analysts could learn how the player
contributed to the whole team on each action [10]. For instance, a
player who is good at passing threatening balls but seldom immediately
creates shots and goals would be highlighted with high action scores.

Analyzing soccer player performance through action scores is a com-
plicated task. Analysts need to link each action to its context among a
large volume of match data and compare the action scores under differ-
ent contexts to summarize the players’ strengths and weaknesses. These
match contexts are not limited to action attributes such as locations
and types, but also other complex spatio-temporal match situations that
affect players’ action choices such as team tactics. A series of data-
driven models have been developed to estimate objective action scores
in soccer matches [3]. However, without an interactive exploration
tool, analysts often encounter difficulties in investigating action scores
with match situations of interest and comparing player performance
in diverse match situations. Meanwhile, lacking the explanation of
meaningful performance patterns, analysts also face challenges in un-
derstanding the reasons behind player performance and obtaining guid-
ance for improving players’ actions. Thus, it is difficult for professional
soccer analysts to adopt these models to their daily analysis directly.
Several interactive visualization tools have been proposed for in-depth
soccer player performance analysis [40]. However, those studies mainly
evaluate players with summarized statistical indicators [8, 24, 45–47],
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which hardly support the investigation of fine-grained player action
scores integrated with different match situations.

In this work, we collaborated closely with professional soccer ana-
lysts and coaches to develop a visual analytics system for player action
evaluation. The system supports flexible exploration, comparison, and
explanation of soccer player actions and its scores. We tackled two
major challenges during the system development. The first challenge is
to integrate essential match situations into the visualization of soccer ac-
tions and their scores. When investigating action scores, analysts need
to view the various match situations that the actions belong to, including
team tactics and player locations, to understand the tactical intentions
of the action choices. It can be seen as visualizing a function that maps
complicated match situations and action choices to the scores. Existing
studies usually display actions from match situations separately [38,65],
which is hard for analysts to directly connect actions and their scores to
the match situations. It is difficult to characterize the match situations
and visualize such a function that is over a multi-dimensional mixed
domain. The second challenge is to design visualization tools for effec-
tive action score comparison and explanation. To evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of a player, analysts need to compare how the player
performed with different action choices under various match situations.
However, identifying heterogeneous match situations that the actions
should belong to could overwhelm them in the analysis. Besides, it is
non-trivial to explain the scores provided by the complicated models
to players and figure out how to improve player performance through
action choices. The visualization tools should also provide such an
effective explanation for the action scores.

To address the first challenge, we design a pitch-based visualization
for soccer actions that places the action choices with the match situa-
tions in the same view. The visualization presents the action choice,
the team tactic it belongs to, and the player locations in the same pitch
to facilitate comprehension of the tactical intention of the action choice.
To address the second challenge, we design a visual analytics system,
Action-Evaluator, for a comprehensive soccer player action evaluation.
Users can navigate players of interest through the player view. The
action view supports the exploration of essential match situations and
multiple comparisons of player action scores. Users can further turn to
the explanation view to acquire guidance for player actions.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• A characterization of domain problems that summarizes the

description of match situations and the criteria of player action
evaluation from soccer experts.

• A tailored visualization to integrate complicated soccer match
situations into soccer actions and their scores.

• A visual analytics system to support the comprehensive evalua-
tion of player actions in soccer matches.



2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review previous studies related to our work, including
soccer player performance evaluation and soccer data visualization.

2.1 Soccer Player Performance Evaluation
Evaluating player performance objectively has attracted considerable
research attention during recent years, especially in team sports such as
ice hockey [29, 49] and basketball [9]. In soccer, traditional methods
for evaluating player performance usually calculate an overall score
for a player based on statistics, as seen in soccer analysis websites like
WhoScored [60]. Generally, a straightforward method is to rate players
through a weighted sum calculated by features on match statistics and
feature weights learned with match outcomes. For instance, McHale et
al. defined essential performance indices of soccer players and assigned
the weights based on domain knowledge [32]. Brooks et al. constructed
features by the start and end regions of a pass and trained the weights by
whether the possession ended in a shot [7]. Pappalardo et al. improved
the rating framework by extracting fine-grained passing features and
integrating player roles into the player ranking process [36].

Soccer is a complicated sport, and player performance is difficult
to be evaluated precisely with simple statistical indicators. Thus, the
player evaluation methods have been extended to estimate a fine-grained
score for each detailed action based on the match features. Power et
al. measured the risk and reward of the soccer passes on the basis of
trajectory features [44]. Moreover, the expected possession value (EPV)
framework is widely adapted to further involve match context features
within a possession in soccer action evaluation. It predicts expected
match results at the end of the possession for each action by its context
features and calculates the score of an action based on the change in
the results caused by the action. Specifically, Decroos et al. [10, 12]
and Bransen et al. [4–6] have presented a series of representative work
to value actions by the change of goal probabilities before and after
the action. Recently, deep learning techniques have been introduced to
the EPV framework because of their outperformed ability to describe
complicated hidden relationships in a large amount of data. Fernández
et al. proposed a deep learning framework to estimate the expected
outcome at the end of the possession for each moment [15, 16]. Liu et
al. formulated the soccer action evaluation problem as a deep reinforce-
ment learning task and valued each action through the reward function
trained by a reinforcement learning algorithm [28].

Although these studies can provide valuable insights for soccer
player performance, they hardly support interactive analysis to inves-
tigate action scores by complex spatio-temporal match situations and
reveal how to improve players’ action choices. The position of our
work is to develop a visualization system to help with a flexible and
comprehensive analysis for soccer player action scores.

2.2 Soccer Data Visualization
Visualization techniques have been widely adopted for the analysis of
diverse sports data [14, 40], including basketball [18, 19, 31, 59, 63],
baseball [13, 25, 34, 35], ice hockey [41], rugby [23], and racket
sports [26, 42, 43, 58, 61, 62]. Specifically, numerous visualization
studies have paid attention to soccer match data to solve different anal-
ysis tasks such as ranking table analysis, tactic discovery, and player
evaluation. In soccer ranking table analysis, Perin et al. designed visual-
izations to illustrate the change of team rankings along with the round of
matches [37, 39]. As for soccer tactic discovery, player passing behav-
iors and movement behaviors are most extensively analyzed by existing
visualization studies. On the aspect of player passing behaviors, Soc-
cerStories [38] is a pioneering visualization system to extract and show
player passing patterns in a soccer match. PassVizor [65] visualized the
dynamics of passing patterns under different soccer match situations.
To facilitate summarizing team tactics from soccer player movements,
Stein et al. proposed a video enhancement technique by embedding
player movement visualizations into soccer match videos [53,54]. Shao
et al. [51] and Sacha et al. [48] developed trajectory search methods
and trajectory aggregation methods to identify soccer player movement
patterns, respectively. Andrienko et al. revealed soccer team tactics
through the coordination of player movement trajectories [1]. See-
bacher et al. [50] and Stein et al. [55] further integrated visual what-if
analysis into detecting and improving soccer player movement patterns.

Besides, significant methods have also been proposed to address other
important soccer team tactic analysis tasks, such as visualizing player
defense [2] and the change of team formations [64].

In particular, soccer player evaluation is an essential analysis task and
also attracts the interest of visualization researchers [40]. For instance,
Rusu et al. proposed a metaphor-based visualization named Soccer
Scoop to compare statistical indicators of different players [45, 46].
Janetzko et al. presented soccer player performance through the change
of multiple features of players under certain match contexts, such as
a movement pattern and a passing pattern [24]. Ryoo et al. devel-
oped a pixel-based visualization to demonstrate the critical statistical
indicators of multiple soccer players [47]. These studies focus on visu-
alizing player performances based on statistical indicators along soccer
match contexts. However, it is insufficient for fine-grained action score
analysis because the visual exploration of important actions and the
integration of action choices with match situations remain unsolved.
Thus, we develop a visualization system to assist soccer analysts in
evaluating player performance from action scores in various aspects.

3 BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we introduce the basic domain concepts used in our
work. We further provide the problem characterization of soccer player
action evaluation together with domain experts.

3.1 Background and Term Definitions
Soccer is a highly dynamic sport that involves two teams competing
with each other. During the match, each team of players tries to steal
the ball from the opponent, pass or take the ball forward, and finally
finish a shot to win a goal. In this work, we focus on evaluating and
improving the basic player actions in soccer matches. The definitions
of terms used in our study are as follows.
• An action is a match event that describes how a player performed

with the ball [10, 17]. It indicates the transition of the ball created
by a player, which most directly affects the development of a soccer
match [3]. An action is usually denoted with a tuple of six attributes:
the player, the start location, the end location, the occurring time, the
action type, and the action result [10, 12] (Table 1).

• A possession refers to a sequence of successive actions that begin
with a team regaining control of the ball and end with losing it [11,
15]. It denotes a complete ball-controlling process in soccer matches,
and the player action choices within it are highly interrelated [15].
The description of possession comprises a sequence of actions and
the possession result (i.e., shot, goal, and losing the ball).

• A tactic is a frequent player behavior pattern occurs in soccer
matches [3]. In our analysis, we take one of the mostly adopted
definitions of tactic, the representative frequent sequential pattern in
a group of similar possessions [11], because it reflects player action
choice patterns such as attacking from the left wing. We follow the
previous work [11] to calculate the similarity among the possessions,
cluster the possessions into groups, and choose the frequent sequen-
tial pattern to represent the tactic. The tactic is denoted by a list of
actions that consist of this frequent sequential pattern.

• A match situation includes the team tactic and players’ locations
when an action is conducted [10, 15]. We use this definition because
the action choices of a player are mainly affected by the locations of
his/her teammates and opponents, as well as how the ball is passed to
him/her. For instance, a player is likely to take the ball forward when
his/her teammate has passed a long ball to him/her while passing the
ball back when closely defended by opponents.

3.2 Requirement Analysis
We collaborated with three soccer experts for one year to develop a
visual analytics system for soccer player action evaluation and improve-
ment. The experts include a professor from sports science who has
worked as a senior sports analyst for decades (E1), a continental top
soccer coach (E2), and a Ph.D. student from sports science who was a
professional player in a top soccer league (E3).

We surveyed related work to summarize the problem of soccer player
action evaluation and discussed it with the experts through meetings.
The experts agreed that the basic problem is to calculate objective
scores for player actions by data-driven models. Then, we interviewed
the experts individually to understand their own analysis workflow and



faced challenges. In the interview, the experts mentioned that the exact
same player locations and action locations would hardly repeat in soccer
matches. Thus, they seldom directly examine the action scores one by
one. They often categorize the actions of certain players and aggregate
the scores by interested categories to evaluate player performance
in various aspects. However, the experts faced challenges in both
action evaluation models and action score analysis. E1 mentioned
that previous action evaluation models [6, 10, 28] provide one score
for each action rather than evaluate multiple aspects such as risk and
reward. Besides, E1 and E2 stated that they need to investigate action
scores under different match situations, which is laborious to manually
identify and summarize with current analysis workflow. Based on the
results, we summarized the initial requirements for system design.

We held weekly meetings during the system development and iter-
ation process. As for the action evaluation framework, we discussed
with the experts which action evaluation models meet their knowledge.
They indicated that the principle of the EPV framework [3] matches
their experiences, but a simple action score is limited to evaluate the
action comprehensively. Thus, we decided to extend the original EPV
framework by providing action scores on both risk and reward based
on the suggestions from E1. As for the visual design, we designed
a system prototype that supported displaying action scores by match
situations and presented it to the experts to collect their comments. E1
mentioned that comparing action choices in the same match situation is
also important to evaluate which action choice is better. E3 also denoted
that explaining the action scores to players is helpful to improve their
performance on action choices. We iterated the visual design with the
comments and synchronized the design requirements accordingly.

We finally developed the following six design requirements in three
aspects, including player navigation (R1, R2), action investigation (R3,
R4), and action explanation (R5, R6).
R1 Navigate important players for evaluation and improvement. To

improve team performance effectively, experts often pay attention
to the players who play important roles in matches. They usually
learn the importance of players through the number of actions and
the action results. Efficient navigation tools should be provided to
help discover important players by these indicators.

R2 Identify similar players on decision styles for comparison. Experts
also demand to obtain references on player action improvement
from comparing to other players with better performance. Particu-
larly, experts would focus on those players with similar decision
styles because their action choices are practical to learn from. It is
necessary to support the identification of such players.

R3 Explore player action scores by match situations. Players usually
perform differently according to the match situations, including
the current team tactics and the locations of their teammates and
opponents. Evaluating performance by match situations can assist
experts in understanding the players’ strengths and weaknesses
and whether the players suit the match situations well. The system
should present action scores among different match situations.

R4 Investigate player action scores of different action choices. Under
the same match situation, players would perform variously with
different action choices because of the dynamic nature of soccer
matches. Providing action scores of different action choices on
risk and reward can help evaluate if the choices are successful
under such a match situation and find the actions that need to be
improved. The system should illustrate these detailed scores.

R5 Compare action choices and their scores from different players
under similar match situations. After the evaluation, experts need
to compare action choices to those of other well-performed players
under similar match situations to seek guidance for improving the
action choices. Besides, comparing the action scores on risk and
reward would facilitate players to understand where their action
choices are not as good enough as the well-performed players.

R6 Display the individual action and the results of its alternative
actions. Experts need to inspect each action and the results of its
alternatives to explain to the players why the action is not the best
choice. The results for an alternative action refer to the change
of action scores on risk and reward after adjusted end location or
action type. For instance, with such results, players can realize that
passing forward would gain more reward on winning shots and
goals, which is better than their actual actions.

3.3 Data Processing
The data used in our analysis is from an open-sourced soccer event
dataset provided by StatsBomb [52] with all matches in EURO 2020,
one of the top European soccer tournaments. It is a fine-grained soccer
event dataset that contains not only the locations of the ball controllers
but also those of other players closely focused by the ball controllers.
In detail, each event in the dataset is described by categorical attributes,
spatio-temporal attributes, and fine-grained contextual information.
The primary event attributes are presented in Table 1. In total, the
dataset contains 51 matches, 24 teams, 487 players, and 112,556 ac-
tions. Our analysis mainly focuses on offensive actions that the type
is pass, dribble, or shot. The data processing consists of two steps:
the conversion of terms and the extraction of features and labels. To
convert the original data to the terms in Section 3.1, we divide event
streams in each match into possessions based on the definition, detect
tactics from the possessions following the previous work [11], and
match the tactics to actions to complete the description of the match
situation. The construction of features and labels for training the action
evaluation framework will be introduced in Section 4.2.

Table 1: The event attributes

Attribute Description
Event Type Technique used to process the ball (i.e., pass,

dribble, shot, etc.).
Event Result Result of the event (i.e., succeeded or failed).
Player Player who acts on the ball.
Time The match time when the event occurred.
Event Locations The start and end coordinates of the event.
Player Locations The coordinates of all players who are visible

in the live match video.
Visible Area The area of the pitch that is visible in the live

match video.

3.4 System Overview
Action-Evaluator is a web application comprising three components:
data processing, action evaluation, and visualization (Fig. 1). The data
processing component constructs the action features and labels from
the dataset for model training and detects team tactics within the actions
for match situation characterization. The action evaluation component
contains the improved EPV framework trained with the action features
and labels to calculate each action’s risk and reward scores and provide
the results of its alternative actions. The visualization component
is the user interface for interactive action evaluation and consists of
three views: the player view (Fig. 4(A)), the action view (Fig. 4(B)),
and the explanation view (Fig. 4(C)). The data processing component
and action evaluation component are implemented via Python. The
visualization component is implemented via React.

Fig. 1: The overview of the system. The system includes three compo-
nents: the data processing component, the action evaluation component,
and the visualization component.

4 FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION EVALUATION

In this section, we define the soccer action evaluation task and introduce
the expected possession value (EPV) framework. Then, we provide our
action evaluation framework based on the EPV framework.



4.1 Task Definition
The major task of soccer player action evaluation is to calculate a
score scorei for each action ai to indicate its performance. We choose
the expected possession value (EPV) framework [3] for action score
calculation because its principle is widely accepted by analysts, and
the calculated action scores are meaningful. The intuition of the EPV
framework is to regard the effect of an action on the expected result at
the end of the possession as the action score. Specifically, it measures
the effect of an action through the change of the expected possession
result before and after the action. The detailed definition is as follows.

The EPV framework focuses on player actions in a possession
P = {a1, · · · ,an} because actions in the same possession reflect the
tactic intention of a team, providing more relevant context information
than other actions. A match state at action ai in a possession is a subse-
quence of the possession, represented as Si = {a1, · · · ,ai}, where i ≤ n.
The expected result at the end of the possession, such as the chance of
creating a shot, is denoted as the team performance indicator I, which
can be calculated by the prediction results of a probabilistic classifi-
cation model given each current match state. Thus, the effect of ai is
modeled through the change of a certain team performance indicator
I from match states Si−1 = {a1, · · · ,ai−1} to Si = {a1, · · · ,ai}. The
action score scorei of action ai can be calculated as follows (Fig. 2):

scorei = I(Si)− I(Si−1). (1)

Fig. 2: The structure of the EPV framework. ai and R refer to the actions
and the result in the possession. Si refers to the match state. scorei refers
to the score of action ai.

4.2 The Probabilistic Classification Model Architecture
We build our action evaluation framework based on the EPV framework.
Our framework considers both the reward of creating goal chances and
the risk of losing control of the ball by a probabilistic classification
model. The model takes the action features and player identifications
within a possession as input, and outputs the probability distributions
of the two aspects of results for each action.

Input action features. The action feature vector AF i for an action
ai consists of the spatio-temporal features, the categorical features,
and the context features. The spatio-temporal features contain the two-
dimensional coordinates of the start and end locations and the occurring
time of the action. The categorical feature includes the action type.
The context features are the two-dimensional coordinates of all players’
locations. To deal with the players who are not visible in the live match
video, we consider those players seldom affect the ball controller and
assign them their average location in the match. Those action features
can cover most of the relevant factors that affect the match result [10].

Output result labels. We define two result labels, lrisk and lreward ,
to identify the outcomes on maintaining the ball possession and win-
ning a goal chance. In detail, we assign a positive label for lrisk if the
ball is under the control of the same team after the action ai is finished.
Besides, we assign different labels for lreward by which result has oc-
curred within a temporal window of k actions in the same possession,
including a shot, a goal, and none of them. We introduce a hyperpa-
rameter k to measure the impact of an action on the match result in the
relevant future. We choose k = 5 based on domain knowledge.

The model architecture. The probabilistic classification model
contains a player embedding component and a sequence prediction
component. We integrate the learning of player embedding vectors into
the probabilistic classification model for a precise action evaluation
[29]. The player embedding component transforms the player one-hot

encoding ei to an n-dimensional embedding vector Ei [33]. We set
the embedding dimension n = 10 as a hyperparameter according to
preliminary experiments. The sequence prediction component includes
an LSTM network [22] to extract the feature vector SF i of each match
state Si = {a1, · · · ,ai} throughout the possession (Fig. 3(D)). The input
of each LSTM cell Ii is the concatenation of the player embedding
vector Ei and the action feature vector AF i (Fig. 3(B)). The state feature
vectors SF i are used for the classification tasks of lrisk and lreward
(Fig. 3(C)). The player embedding vectors Ei are also jointly learned
through the backpropagation of the two kinds of loss. In this method,
players who contribute similarly to the risk and reward through their
actions would have similar embedding vectors learned by the model.

Fig. 3: The architecture of the probabilistic classification model (A). (B)
and (C) present the model input and the classification layers.

4.3 The Calculation of Action Score
Through the probabilistic classification model, we obtain the probability
distributions of lrisk and lreward for each match state Si. We define two
team performance indicators that denote the successful outcomes of
an action, Irisk(Si) and Ireward(Si), by the two probability distributions.
The calculation of the two team performance indicators is as follows:

Irisk(Si) = P(lrisk = same|Si), (2)

Ireward(Si) = λ1 ·P(lreward = shot|Si)+λ2 ·P(lreward = goal|Si), (3)

where λ1 +λ2 = 1. P(lrisk = same|Si) indicates the probability of the
ball being controlled by the same team immediately after the action ai.
P(lreward = shot|Si) and P(lreward = goal|Si) denote the probabilities
of occurring a shot or goal in the near future within the possession
after the action ai, respectively. λ1 and λ2 are adjustable weights that
represent the importance of the result types to win a match. The two
scores riski and rewardi of action ai are calculated as follows:

riski = Irisk(Si), (4)

rewardi = Ireward(Si)− Ireward(Si−1). (5)

Thus, the score riski indicates the chance of the possession still main-
tained after the action ai, and the score rewardi means the chance
increment of winning a shot or goal caused by the action ai.

4.4 Model Evaluation
The EPV framework estimates the action scores with the change of ex-
pected results at the end of possessions. Thus, an accurate probabilistic
classification model can lead to a precise evaluation of the effects of the
actions on expected possession results. To evaluate the effect of player
embedding on prediction accuracy, we compare our model with the
baseline model that removed the player embedding component. In the
evaluation, we select the last 15% of actions in the dataset according to
the occurring time as the test data and others as the training data. We
use the standard metrics to evaluate the two models, including preci-
sion, recall, and F1-score. The detailed results are shown in Table 2.



As for the prediction of the reward label, all three metrics are higher
than those of the baseline model, meaning that the player embeddings
can improve the model performance. As for the newly concerned risk
label, our model also performs well on these metrics, indicating that
our model can also provide a precise evaluation for risk.

Table 2: The model evaluation results

Reward
(Baseline)

Reward
(+ Embedding)

Risk
(+ Embedding)

Precision 0.52 0.65 0.98
Recall 0.78 0.79 0.83
F1-score 0.58 0.71 0.90

5 VISUAL DESIGN

In this section, we introduce the visual encoding and interaction in our
system according to the previously summarized domain requirements.

5.1 Overview of Visual Design and User Interface
In Action-Evaluator, we design a player view for player navigation
(R1, R2), an action view for action investigation (R3, R4), and an
explanation view for action explanation (R5, R6). In the player view,
analysts can navigate the target player through action frequency and
results with the player ranking list (R1) (Fig. 4(A1)). Besides, they can
also select players similar to the target player for comparison by the
player projection component (R2) (Fig. 4(A2)). After the player selec-
tion, analysts can inspect the actions of the player in the action view.
They can choose actions by match situations with the match situation
list (R3) (Fig. 4(B1)), and further investigate the scores of each action
choice with the action score list (R4) (Fig. 4(B2)). During the investi-
gation, analysts can add action choices of interest to the explanation
view. In the explanation view, analysts can compare the action choices
from different players (R5) (Fig. 4(C1)) and observe individual action
choices to explain the scores to players (R6) (Fig. 4(C2)). We choose
orange and blue to encode positive values and negative values of the
action scores throughout the whole user interface.

5.2 Player View
The player view (Fig. 4(A)) consists of a player ranking list to navi-
gate the target player for further analysis (R1) and a player projection
component to present the similarity among the players (R2).

Player ranking list. The player ranking list presents players in a
sortable list to assist the navigation of the target player (R1) (Fig. 4(A1)).
Each row of the list indicates a player, which consists of the name
label to denote the player and the indicators to represent the player’s
importance, including the total action number and the succeeded action
number for each action type (Fig. 4(A3)). The indicators in the same
action type are encoded together by a stacked bar chart for effective
sorting and comparing, where the dark bar represents the number of
succeeded actions, and the whole bar indicates that of all actions.

Justification. The number of actions performed by the players and
those that succeeded are usually used to reveal the importance of players
to the matches. Thus, the list contains the two indicators for each action
type. We provide the two indicators by different action types because
analysts need to select important players on multiple aspects.

Player projection component. The player projection component is
a scatterplot presenting similarities among the players on the aspects of
competence and style (R2) (Fig. 4(A2)). Each player in the scatterplot
is represented by a glyph, and the player similarity is encoded by the
distance between glyphs. The glyph contains three metrics to indicate
the overall performance of the player. In detail, we use the radius of the
inner circle to encode the total action number, the length of the inner
arc to encode the overall risk score, and the length of the outer arc to
encode the overall reward score. The two-dimensional locations of the
glyphs in the scatterplot are projected by the t-SNE algorithm [56] that
takes the learned high-dimensional player embedding vectors as input.

Justification. We define player similarity as the Euclidean distance
among the player embedding vectors because similar embedding vec-
tors mean the players contribute similarly to their teams through actions.
We choose the t-SNE algorithm for projection because it preserves local
similarity, which can help efficiently distinguish similar players.

Interaction. The interaction in the player view is as follows.
• Filtering. Analysts can filter the players appearing in the player

view according to their teams and roles with the drop list and
the switch button. Besides, analysts can also filter out the top n
players with the top-n drop list to focus on important players.

• Sorting. Analysts can click the three buttons on the top of the
player ranking list to sort players by the numbers of all actions or
succeeded actions of pass, dribble, and shot, respectively.

• Selecting players. Analysts can click the item in the player rank-
ing list or the glyph in the player projection component to select
the player to be analyzed in the action view.

5.3 Action View
The action view (Fig. 4(B)) is composed of a match situation list and
an action score list. Analysts can choose actions by spatial regions and
specify the match situation they are interested in through the match
situation list (R3). Then, the scores of different action choices under the
selected match situation are presented in the action score list (R4). We
also design a set of pitch-based diagrams to display the match situation
and the action choices together with the match situation (Fig. 6).

Pitch-based diagrams. The pitch-based diagrams include a match
situation diagram (Fig. 6(A)) and an action choice diagram (Fig. 6(B))
to present match situations and action choices in soccer matches.

The match situation diagram comprises a pitch-based tactic repre-
sentation and a pressure bar to describe the tactic and player locations,
respectively (R3). According to its definition, a tactic can be denoted by
a sequence of actions discretized by regions on the pitch [11] (Fig. 5(C)).
Thus, we design a pitch-based tactic representation to visualize the tac-
tic through links between the regions on the pitch. The pitch is divided
into nine spatial regions, including the defensive third, the middle third,
and the attacking third, because it is one of the most common pitch
division method in soccer analytics [21] (Fig. 5(A)). We also highlight
the pitch regions involved in the tactic with orange color and diminish
others with gray color. The pressure bar is a gray bar chart placed along
the pitch to encode the average defense pressure in the match situation.

To identify the tactics that the actions belong to, we find the pos-
sessions that the actions belong to and calculate the distances among
the possessions with the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm [11].
Then, we cluster the possessions into groups through hierarchical ag-
glomerative clustering (Fig. 5(B)). Finally, we discretize the actions
of each possession in the cluster and obtain the representative sequen-
tial pattern as the tactic by the pattern mining algorithm (Fig. 5(C)).
The defense pressure value is calculated based on the average distance
between the ball controller and the opponent players [2].

The action choice diagram is derived from the match situation dia-
gram, containing a pitch-based action representation, and a pressure bar
identical to that in the match situation diagram (R4). An action choice
indicates how the ball is processed by a player under a certain match
situation, which can be determined by the start and end regions and
the type of this action. In the pitch-based action representation, we use
orange color to highlight the start and end regions of the action and link
the regions by a link that encodes the action type. To integrate tactics
into the action representation, we divide each possession into three
parts, the action sequence before the action, the action, and the action
sequence after the action, and utilize the pattern mining algorithm to
obtain the representative frequent sequential patterns for the action
sequences before and after the action choice, respectively [11]. We link
the sequences of pitch regions before and after the action choice to the
action choice. Those regions are marked with dark gray color to be
distinguished from the start and end regions of the action choice.

Justification. We choose links between regions on the pitch rather
than other widely used visualizations, such as pitch region sequence
[65] and heatmap [1], to illustrate the tactic in the match situation
because it remains the trace of the action sequence in a concise view,
which enables an effective comparison. Besides, different from pre-
vious work that displays action choice from match situation sepa-
rately [38, 65], we place the action choice together with the tactic
it belongs to in the same view to attach the context information to the
action choice directly. The defensive pressure value reflects the extent
that the action choice of the ball controller is affected by the locations
of other players [2], which is usually adopted to comprehend why an
action choice was made under such a circumstance. Thus, in the two



Fig. 4: System user interface. The interface contains three views: a player view (A), an action view (B), and an explanation view (C). The player view
consists of a player ranking list (A1) to navigate players by importance and a player projection component (A2) to navigate players by similarity. The
action view includes a match situation list (B1) to investigate action scores by match situations and an action score list (B2) to present those of
different action choices. The adjustment view is composed of a record list (C1) and a ghost pitch (C2) to explain action scores to players.

kinds of pitch-based diagrams, we abstract the player locations to the
defensive pressure value to simplify their representation.

Fig. 5: The tactic detection process in the system [11]. (A) shows the
pitch division method [17] used in our system. (B) presents a group of
similar possessions after clustering. (C) demonstrates the process of
finding the sequence of actions to represent the tactic.

Match situation list. The match situation list presents the action
scores in multiple match situations with a sortable list (R3) (Fig. 4(B1)).
At the top of the list, we provide a player action heatmap that enables
selecting actions by start region for further analysis. Each row of the list
indicates the actions conducted in the same match situation, containing
a match situation diagram that denotes the match situation, the average
reward and risk scores, and the frequency of the actions (Fig. 4(B3)).
The two kinds of action scores and the action frequency are encoded
by three bar charts, respectively, to facilitate comparison.

Justification. Selecting actions by start region is supported because

analysts usually inspect actions that players conducted in their familiar
locations on the pitch. The match situations in the list can be sorted by
the three metrics because analysts need to learn the player’s strengths
and weaknesses under different match situations in diverse aspects.

Action score list. The action score list is a sortable list of all action
choices conducted under the selected match situation (R4) (Fig. 4(B2)).
Each row of the sortable list represents an action choice and consists
of an action choice diagram and three bar charts that encode the same
three metrics as those in the match situation list. Moreover, the bar
charts that encode the average risk and reward scores can be unfolded
into histograms to display the detailed distribution of the scores among
different actions (Fig. 4(B4, B6)). Both the length and the saturation
of the bar encode the numbers of the actions that fall into the interval,
and the triangle indicator denotes the average score value. Each row
in the list can also be unfolded to a sub-list that shows the scores and
frequency of the action choice by matches (Fig. 4(B5)).

Justification. We utilize histograms to display the distributions of
the two action scores because analysts also need to inspect the variation
of scores for the same action choice. The detailed scores and frequency
of the action choice by matches are provided to help analyze the action
performance when facing different opponents.

Interaction. The interaction in the action view is as follows.
• Selecting action region. Analysts can click the region in the action

heatmap to select the actions started from it for further analysis.
• Filtering. Analysts can click the region in the match situation

diagram or drag the sliders at the top of the action score list to
focus on a specific group of action choices by filtering.

• Sorting. Analysts can click the buttons on the top of the match
situation list or the action score list to sort the items in the lists.

• Unfolding details. In the action score list, analysts can click an
item to unfold the bar charts for the two scores into histograms.
The same actions within different charts in an item can also be
simultaneously highlighted by clicking a bar in a histogram. They
can also click the unfold icon to unfold the sub-list in each item.

• Selecting actions. Analysts can click the view icon of the item in
the action score list to add the actions to the explanation view.



Fig. 6: The design of the two pitch-based diagrams in the system. (A)
presents the design of the match situation diagram. (B) presents the
design of the action choice diagram.

5.4 Explanation View
The explanation view (Fig. 4(C)) contains a record list to compare ac-
tions from different players (R5) and a ghost pitch to display individual
actions and the results of alternative actions (R6).

Record list. The record list records the selected actions to compare
action choices from different players (R5) (Fig. 4(C1)). It supports
comparing action choices from multiple players by continuously se-
lecting action choices from the action view of different players. Each
row in the list consists of a player label, an action choice diagram to
illustrate the action choice that the actions belong to, and three bar
charts that encode the average reward and risk scores and the frequency
of the actions (Fig. 4(C3)). A certain row can be unfolded to a sub-list
to represent individual actions contained in this row by their occurred
time and the reward and risk scores encoded by bar charts (Fig. 4(C4)).

Justification. The record list only supports comparing several players
because analysts usually focus on one or two players who played
similarly to but more well-performed than the target player to seek
the most effective action improvement guidance. The action choice
diagram is included in the list to facilitate the comparison of action
choices from different players under similar match situations.

Ghost pitch. The ghost pitch displays detailed information about
individual actions and illustrate the results of alternative actions based
on the ghosting method [27] (R6) (Fig. 4(C2)). The pitch provides the
player locations when the action occurred, where the orange circles
indicate the players of the offensive team, and the blue ones denote
those of the defensive team. The ball controller is highlighted with
a border around the circle, and the action is presented by a link that
encodes the action type. The increment of the scores that the actions
end up with different locations on the pitch is shown by a heatmap.

Justification. We use a heatmap to present the score increments to
facilitate analysts to understand why the current action choice is not
the best one by a familiar view. The score increments are aggregated
by regions to be consistent with the discretization of action choices.

Interaction. The interaction in the explanation view is as follows.
• Sorting. Analysts can click the buttons on the top of the sub-list

to sort the actions by occurred time and action scores.
• Selecting individual action. Analysts can click the item in the

sub-list to select the action displayed in the ghost pitch.
• Switching score or action types. Analysts can switch between the

reward and risk scores or among the alternative action type by
clicking the two groups of switch buttons in the ghost pitch.

6 SYSTEM EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the system usability on different kinds of
users with two case studies conducted by our experts respectively. We
interviewed the experts after the case studies to collect their feedback.

6.1 Case Study
The case studies are based on the open-sourced soccer event dataset [52]
used in our analysis with all matches in EURO 2020. We invited two
experts who did not participate in the requirement analysis to conduct
the case study, including a senior sports analyst (E1) and a professional
soccer coach (E2). Before the case studies, we introduced the visual
encodings and a typical workflow of the system to the experts, and

helped them get familiar with the system through freely exploring.
Then, the experts respectively analyzed player actions with their own
interests. During the case studies, we recorded the analysis process of
the experts as well as their comments and valuable insights.

6.1.1 Case 1: Inspecting the Excellent Performance of the
Italian Midfielder Jorginho

The first case study is finished by E1, which aims to analyze the action
choices of the important players of Italy. Italy has entitled the champion
of EURO 2020 and won all matches during the tournament. E1 stated
that the outstanding performance of Italy had attracted extensive atten-
tion from soccer analysts. Therefore, E1 was interested in analyzing
their performance through the actions conducted by them.

In the beginning, E1 selected Italy from the drop list in the player
view and selected the top 20 from the top-n drop list to focus on
important players (Fig. 4(A)). In the player ranking list, E1 noticed
that Jorginho ranked at the top of the team on both the total number
and the succeeded number of pass and dribble actions, meaning that
Jorginho is one of the core players of Italy and played an important
role in the whole team (Fig. 4(A1)). Besides, in the player projection
component, E1 found that compared with the teammates, the overall
risk score of Jorginho is relatively higher, while the overall reward score
is relatively lower (Fig. 4(A2)). Such scores indicated that Jorginho
mainly contributes to the team by controlling the ball instead of key
attacking actions. Then, E1 selected Jorginho for further analysis.

After the player navigation, E1 turned to the action view to evaluate
the actions of Jorginho. E1 first explored the action scores of Jorginho
by match situations in the match situation list. In the player action
map, E1 selected the actions started in the central region because
almost all actions are included (Fig. 4(B1)). Then, E1 sorted the match
situation list with action frequency to inspect how Jorginho performed
in the match situations that occurred most. E1 examined the list and
summarized that Jorginho mainly participated in the tactics of transiting
the ball from wings to midway for attack when under high pressure
(Fig. 7(A)). As for the action scores under those match situations, E1
noticed that the average reward scores are positive and higher than most
of the other match situations. The average risk scores are similar to
other match situations and near the maximum value of 1 (Fig. 7(A)).
Based on such observations, E1 concluded that Jorginho tends to
keep control of the ball in the midfield and slightly increase the
goal chance at the same time in transiting the ball to midway when
under high pressure. It also indicated that as a midfielder, Jorginho is
good at keeping the balance between risk and reward in his actions.

To analyze action scores by action choices, E1 selected the match
situation of Jorginho that he occurred most, transiting the ball from
the left wing to midway when under high pressure (Fig. 7(A1)), and
moved to the action score list. E1 filtered out the action choices whose
frequency is less than 10 and sorted the action score list with action
frequency to examine the frequent actions. Then, E1 inspected the
list and found that under such a match situation, the action choices of
Jorginho concentrate on short passes or dribbles within the midfield
(Fig. 7(C2)). Besides, the action choices for passes to wings and direct
forward passes are also occasionally conducted (Fig. 7(B1)). As for the
action scores, E1 noticed that those action choices are mainly with a
relatively low average reward score and high average risk score, while
the action choice for direct forward passes is an exception (Fig. 7(B2)).
E1 explained that it is reasonable since passing forward would usually
increase the goal chance but are likely to fail due to the defense from the
opponents. Through this process, E1 concluded that the critical action
choices of Jorginho under the match situation that occurred most
are controlling the ball through short passes or dribbles within the
midfield. E1 also commented that such kind of actions is essential in
organizing build-up attacks because it takes the ball out of the high
defensive pressure to start an effective attack.

Furthermore, E1 noticed that the average reward score of short drib-
ble within the midfield is slightly less than 0, meaning that the goal
chances were mainly decreased after those actions (Fig. 7(C3)). E1
tried to find out whether such an action choice of Jorginho could be
further improved. Thus, E1 clicked to unfold the histograms of action
scores and found that most actions have a negative reward score and a
near 1 risk score. It indicated that those actions aimed to control the
ball under high pressure and find other chances of attack, although the



goal chances would be temporarily decreased. Then, E1 inspected the
action scores by matches and found that the average reward score in the
match against Belgium, which usually defended at a high position with
five defenders, is the lowest among all matches (Fig. 7(D)). E1 added
these actions to the explanation view for improvement. In the explana-
tion view, E1 sorted the sub-list of this item with the reward score and
selected the action with the lowest reward score as an example action.
With the ghost pitch, E1 found that the selected action is a short back-
ward dribble, and passing the ball to the wings would slightly increase
the reward score and decrease the risk score (Fig. 7(E1, E2)). Through
this process, E1 concluded that as for the action choice on short drib-
ble within the midfield of Jorginho, passing the ball to teammates
not closely defended by opponents might be an improvement if he
is required to increase the goal chance.

Fig. 7: The analysis process of case 1. (A) presents the match situations
of Jorginho that he occurred most. (B) and (C) present the frequently
used action choices of Jorginho under the selected match situation (A1).
(D) and (E) present the action improvement process.

6.1.2 Case 2: Improving the Performance of the French For-
ward Kylian Mbappé

The second case study is conducted by E2, which focuses on improving
the action choices for the important players of France. France was seen
as one of the teams that most likely to win the championship in EURO
2020. However, France only won the first match during the tournament
and stopped their step at the round of 16. Thus, E2 was interested in
discovering improvement guidance on action choices for them.

E2 started from the player view by selecting France from the drop
list and switching to the forwards to try to improve the action choices of
the forwards. In the player ranking list, E2 found that Kylian Mbappé
finished the most shot but did not obtain a goal (Fig. 8(A1)). Besides,
in the player projection component, E2 noticed that the overall reward
score of Mbappé is only 0.017, which is lower than those of other main
forwards. E2 indicated that as one of the most important forwards of
France, the performance of Mbappé on increasing the goal chance for
the team did not meet the expectation. Thus, E2 added Mbappé to the
action view to analyze and improve his action choices on reward scores.

In the action view, E2 selected the actions conducted in the left wing

and near the opponent’s goal as Mbappé is well known for his effective
breakthrough from wings, and the actions on the left wing are more
than those on the right wing (Fig. 8(C)). Then, E2 sorted the match
situation list with the average reward score and found that the actions
that Mbappé conducted in the match situation that he occurred most,
attacking from the left wing when under medium pressure, are with the
lowest average reward score (Fig. 8(C1)). Therefore, E2 selected this
match situation and turned to the action score list to find out the action
choices that could be further improved. E2 sorted the action score
list with the average reward score and filtered out the action choices
with a frequency of less than 10 to focus on the frequent actions with
unsatisfying reward scores. E2 noticed that action choices of Mbappé
under such a match situation mainly include short dribbles within the
left wing and passes to the opponent’s goal, and both the average reward
and risk scores of the latter action choice are lower than the former one
(Fig. 8(D)). Through this process, E2 concluded that passing to the
opponent’s goal when attacking from the left wing under medium
pressure is an essential action choice for Mbappé that needs to be
improved. Thus, for such an action choice, E2 further clicked to unfold
the histograms of action scores, selected the actions with the lowest
reward score near 0, and added them to the explanation view for further
investigation and improvement (Fig. 8(D2)).

To obtain references on action improvement from other players, E2
returned to the player view and selected forwards from all countries
whose shot number is ranked top 20 as important forwards around
the tournament. In the player projection component, E2 noticed a
player, Harry Kane from England, who played similarly to Mbappé,
but the overall reward score is 0.077, much higher than that of Mbappé
(Fig. 8(B)). E2 added Kane to the action view, selected a similar match
situation from the match situation list, and filtered the action choices
from the action score list with the same procedure as before. Then,
E2 found two critical action choices of Kane, including short passes
and dribbles within the left wing, and added both action choices to
the explanation view as the action improvement references. In the
record list, E2 noticed that the average reward score of the short pass
within the left wing of Kane is much higher than that of the action
choice to be improved for Mbappé (Fig. 8(E2)). Moreover, E2 took the
action that Mbappé conducted in the match against Germany at 07:05
as an example to verify whether the improvement would be effective
(Fig. 8(E4)). In the ghost pitch, E2 found that passing the ball within
the left wing would increase both the reward and risk scores (Fig. 8(F)).
E2 also agreed that short passes in the attacking third might be more
effective as they could help players get rid of defense and organize the
attack in an unexpected way. Through this process, E2 concluded that
Mbappé could improve his action choices by short passing within
the left wing instead of directly passing to the opponent’s goal.

6.2 Expert Interview
After the case studies, we interviewed the experts separately to collect
their feedback. Before the interviews, we showed each expert the analy-
sis procedure of the case study conducted by another expert. During the
interviews, we asked the experts three questions for their own opinions
on the system usability, including whether the system could fulfill the
requirements on player action evaluation (R1-R6), what new insights
were discovered by the system, and where the system could be further
improved. Their answers are summarized as follows.

Usability. Both experts appreciated our system and agreed it could
meet the requirements for evaluating player actions. E1 thought highly
of the analysis workflow of our system, “The action view can help
me quickly learn how the players performed with their actions under
different match situations, which is laborious with manual identification
and summarization in the traditional workflow.” E1 was also impressed
by our action evaluation model, “Most of the action scores meet my
expectations. Moreover, I can still discover new insights through the
comparison among the exact score values, such as how the players try
to strike a balance between risk and reward in their actions.” As for the
visual design, E1 liked the pitch-based diagrams, “Such representations
are familiar to me. I can notice the match situation when the action
choices were conducted just at a glance.” E2 was impressed by the
navigation of similar players, “I can obtain inspiration on improving the
action choices of players in my team from similar but well-performed
players.” E2 also favored explaining action scores to players, “It would



Fig. 8: The analysis process of case 2. (A) and (B) present the player
navigation. (C) presents the match situation selection for Kylian Mbappé.
(D) presents the action choices of Mbappé under the selected match
situation (C1). (E) and (F) present the action improvement process.

be extremely useful in the player training process, especially when I
explain to the players why their action choices are not good enough.”

Suggestion. The experts proposed several suggestions for our sys-
tem. First, E1 hoped to improve the action evaluation model by in-
tegrating fine-grained action features, “Including more detailed con-
text information, such as the movements of all players between two
consecutive actions, in the action evaluation model may estimate the
performance of the actions more precisely.” Second, E2 focused on
the interactions in the match situation list and suggested that searching
match situations would be useful, “Sometimes I need to investigate how
a player performed under a certain team tactic, such as attacking from
the wings. Under such circumstances, directly searching for the match
situation would be more effective than finding it in the list by myself.”

7 DISCUSSION

Significance. Evaluating player performance on fine-grained actions is
essential in team sports [3]. Existing work on player action evaluation
aims to calculate scores for each action to indicate player performance
on it. However, it falls short of revealing the dynamics of player action
scores under different match situations and providing guidance for
improving action choices. We solve such problems in soccer through a
visualization approach incorporating an action evaluation framework
and a visual analytics system supporting player navigation, action
investigation, and action explanation. With our approach, analysts
can evaluate player actions by match situations and gain insights for

improving player performance on action choices in future matches.
Generalizability. Our approach can be extended to other team

sports where the match structure is similar to soccer. The player action
evaluation framework treats action effects as the change of expected
results at the end of the possession between two consecutive states. As
a possession means successive actions of the same team, the framework
can be easily adapted to team sports where two teams of players possess
the ball alternately, such as basketball and ice hockey, by extracting
action features and defining risk and reward caused by the action. The
analysis workflow and visual design in our system can also be applied
to other sports after simply modifying the domain-specific definitions.

Design lessons. We have learned two lessons in the design study.
The first lesson is about the soccer pitch division method used in our
pitch-based diagrams. In our system, the pitch division would affect
how the tactics and actions are displayed in the diagrams, and how
the action scores are aggregated by start and end regions. During
the visual design iteration, our experts found that dividing the soccer
pitch into too few regions would lead to the same frequent sequential
pattern to represent different tactics, while too many regions would
cause heavy visual clutter on the diagrams and ineffective action score
aggregation. Applying various pitch division methods based on action
characteristics [49] or user preferences would be helpful to support
different analysis scenarios. The second lesson is about the integration
of context information when visualizing action choices. Compared
with presenting the match situation and the action choice separately,
integrating them in the same view would avoid switching between two
diagrams frequently. Thus, in our action choice diagram, we draw how
the ball was passed before and after the action as the context information
of the tactic, facilitating the understanding of the match situation when
the action is conducted. The design can also be generalized to similar
tasks for visualizing the context of spatio-temporal trajectories [30, 57].

Limitations. The limitations of our work mainly lie in two aspects.
First, the scalability of the record list is limited. In our system, the
record list only supports comparing no more than five players because
it could fulfill the analysis requirements of our experts. In the future,
we plan to improve the scalability of player comparison to a cluster of
more than five similar players. In detail, we will develop an algorithm
to detect similar match situations among all the players automatically.
Then, analysts can indicate a certain match situation and compare
the action frequency and scores of a cluster of players directly in the
scatterplot. Second, the verification of alternative action outcomes is
not provided. In the explanation view, we use a heatmap to illustrate the
outcomes of alternative actions compared with the actual action. Further
verification of alternative action results may require understanding the
inner process of how the outcomes are changed through the different
development of subsequent actions. We will develop a model to predict
the subsequent actions and their results given a certain action and design
visualizations to support the verification process in the future.

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we characterize the domain problem of visual analytics
for soccer player action evaluation. To provide an effective action illus-
tration, we propose a tailored visualization for soccer actions to place
essential match situations with the actions in the same view. Based
on the visualization, we develop a visual analytics system, Action-
Evaluator, to facilitate action evaluation through player navigation,
action investigation, and action explanation, and gain valuable insights
for improving player performance on action choices in future matches.

We plan to improve our work in two aspects. First, we will try to
collect fine-grained match data such as player trajectory and take them
into the action score estimation. It can improve the accuracy of the
prediction model and lead to a more precise action score measurement.
Second, we plan to extend our system to other team sports like basket-
ball and ice hockey. We aim to summarize the common player action
evaluation pipeline and integrate a database such as data cube [20] with
multiple team sports data to build a general visual analytics system.
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